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About This Game

Discover the wonders of an uncharted island and help the natives restore their ravaged land to its former glory in Moai: Build
Your Dream! Overcome the fury of an active volcano, hordes of attacking ghosts and the threat of dwindling resources as you
guide the hero and a native princess on their quest. Coax the resources you need to survive and rebuild villages out of the earth.
Calculate the quickest way to accomplish your tasks in order to unlock dozens of brag-worthy achievements. And learn to use
powerful Moai statues to defend your workers as they perform the tasks you assign. There will never be a dull moment as you
enjoy the colorful graphics, life-life character animations, and dazzling comic book style story interludes in Moai: Build Your

Dream!

Comic book style cutscenes

Outstanding visual design

Addictive gameplay
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Title: MOAI: Build Your Dream
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alawar Entertainment, Toyman Interactive
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video 64 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 128 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Portuguese
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The definition of a hidden gem, Sojourner could easily be missed in the crowd of games on sale. If you did, you'd be missing
out on an absolutely heartwarming, 4th-wall shattering, and just straight-up interesting JRPG. With plenty of humor and
humility, the developer riffs on the classic formula by introducing a unique party system, allowing for great customization. It's
paired with pleasant graphics and a great soundtrack that clearly has a lot of love and effort.

More people should know about Sojourner, because it's fun and wonderful.. If you like getting a headache look no further..
Before I start, the hours that it says I played are probably very misleading. I restarted the game a few times and went back and
redid things (thanks to having numerous saves) so the hours are kinda misleading. With that aside, this game is one I honestly
didn't know what to think about at first. The first area was pretty rough and difficult and I didn't know if I would make it
through. However, once I got through it the game really took off and I loved every minute of it. There is so much to this game
that you wouldn't realize. There is hidden lore everywhere and things you have to look hard to find that will add to everything.

I'm not someone who can really go into deep detail about things like you'd expect in a review, but I really just like almost
everything about this game. I can't say the game is completely perfect because there are some typos and little things but that's
really all I can complain about. All of the other issues I've had the developers have worked to fix. That is a big thing for me. The
developers are willing to listen to the players and make changes based on what we say. I don't know that many who would do
that.

Seriously, if you are a fan of RPGs I'd give this game a try. I highly recommend this game!. The good:
-great visual style, very different from the anime theme that 99% of visual novels have
-fully voice acted
-animations look very polished
-each chapter has optional conversations. While these don't drive the story forward, they are of the same quality as the rest of
the game and really give you a better feeling of what each character is like.
-the stealth sections are actually fun and not too punishing if you mess up.

The bad:
-voice acting is at points bad when actors don't use the proper emotion or emphasis
-during most dialogue scenes, character graphics are static even when events occur they are reacting to with voice
-I didn't care much for the story. It was trying to be overly religious without actually doing much with the religious theme. It also
seems to skip a few steps.

Overall my experience with this is a positive one. Give it a try if you like visual novels.. The game is fun in the beginning but
then gets way hard way fast. It doesnt give you enough gold to level characters, to support microtransactions, and a lot of the
times now I feel the game cheats itself. How can I lose when I am up 4 to 1 and have a faster reaction time? Makes no sense.
this map should of been a amazing, legendary map, long lasting like dayz map, free test server, free mod 199GB (terabytes
server) (flying giant condors) and (exploding arrows). Worst 10 EUR ever. No tutorials, horrible gameplay (my liege decided to
go to war every year, which meant enormous, evergroing debts and no soldiers whatsoever for me). ♥♥♥♥, I just spent 8 hours
marrying my ♥♥♥♥in children off or giving them to some idiots to foster. I somehow got made a duke though, no idea how
that happened. My king went off with my armies and a few rounds later I was duke. Not that I could control anything in that
provence but I was duke... ♥♥♥♥ ye -.-
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TLDR: You can't do♥♥♥♥♥♥in this game, don't pay 10 EUR just to realize that!. As others have said, this is pretty much a
reskin of Kingdom Rush with more modern units and towers. As far as I can tell (5 or 6 levels in) there is no option to speed up
the game which makes it nearly unbearable to play. The hero controls feel clunky as well.

If speed controls were added to let me go at least 3x as fast I would give a better review that said if you liked Kingdom Rush you
won't hate this.
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it is total ****. At long last, I completed all 5 stages... at easy difficulty... after 10 hours.
Even though I royally suck at bullet hell games, I still keep coming back for more!
I'm slowly getting better and better...
Do it... for the pudding! And for QP!. Destroyed my computer. this one is a little hard than the other 2 i played on my cousin´s
house but this is one of the best , i just think this game should take new adventures in the modern days , like , "Commandos :
War On Terror" or "Commandos : Desert Siege" , it would be a nice idea to make the game in about 80s or 90s , in the gulf war
or even fighting taliban , fighting Nazi for tree games , the history get a little bored over the time. So laggy it's basically
unplayable on the latest tricked-out Macbook Pro.
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